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Introduction 
 

In this lab, we will talk about networks a little then we will jump to HTTP protocol as it’s the 

most familiar protocol we use, then we will talk about common security vulnerabilities in 

websites, this lab should help you in hacking websites and protecting your own websites. 

 

#1 Networks Introduction 
 

As we talked in the previous lab, everything is just a sequence of bytes, and how we do look at 

it and how we behave to it is the protocol, we will not talk in this section as you don’t know 

anything about networks (If you don’t know the meaning of IP, Port, DNS, and MAC address, 

please do a little search). 

 

The first thing you need to understand is that the internet (or any large network), doesn’t have 

a central point, so this means that if you send a request to some point in the internet, you will 

ask your friends (other points in the network) to help you send this request, the second thing 

is that your request will arrive at many computers (or routers) before it reaches its final 

destination, now in the internet we do have a protocol called ICMP (Internet control message 

protocol), this protocol will help us organize this mess a little. 

 

Could I trace my packet? 

Yes, you can, not like 100% sure that every computer in the network will tell you “YES HERE I 

AM”, you will just send a message using the ICMP to ask politliy every point to send you if it 

fails to send your message (And you will give your message 1 hope to fail, the router will receive 

it and decrement it, then your router will tell you I can’t send the message), if we repeat this 

message say from 1 to 30, every router in the route will fail once and tell us that it fails to send 

the message (If the router want to send you this), now enough theoretical stuff, if you want to 

trace the route from your computer to some ip destination, you will find a tool for this task in 

every operating system, for example in windows you will find “tracert”, and in Linux you will 

find “traceroute”, these programs have a lot of options, but for a simple use you can just run 

it and give it an ip or a domain. 
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And here is an example of me tracing my connection to google: 

 

Figure 1: tracert to google.com 

As you notice that the first hop is my local router (192.168.1.1), and the second one is my ISP 

IP address (Hadara), and the 3rd, 4th, and 5th are some internal routers in my ISP, then 6th hop 

is server that won’t response to my polite request     . 

 

#2 HTTP Protocol 
 

The HTTP protocol is an application protocol that is packed inside a TCP protocol, the HTTP 

protocol itself is text-based protocol, so everything in this protocol is just a character, for 

example the length of the response is just written as a string (e.g. “232”), and you need to 

parse that string to integer (unlike other protocols that send the stuff as regular data types e.g. 

a 4 bytes integer for content length). 

As this is not a networking class, what I need you to understand is that everything inside this 

protocol is just a text (Ah not that accurate), and the main two parts in this protocol is the 

headers, and the body of each request or response, another thing that I do want you to 

understand is how we send data inside the request, there’s a lot of method for sending data, 

but for now I just want you to understand POST, and GET, ooh and Cookies. 

 

Note: We will use Burp Suite Community Edition, to explain more details and understand more, 

you can download it for free from here: https://portswigger.net/burp/communitydownload, 

and for easy tasks, we will use the build-in chrome developer tools. 

 

And please understand that when we are talking about this protocol, we don’t want you to fully 

understand all the aspect of the protocol (at least you should understand that the user could 

easily see what you’re sending, and you should know how to see what other programs are 

sending using HTTP protocol). 

 

https://portswigger.net/burp/communitydownload
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#3 Common Web Security Vulnerabilities 
 

In this part of this section, we will talk about common web security vulnerabilities, according 

to Wikipedia the most common web vulnerable is XSS, then followed by SQL Injection, so in this 

section, we will talk about these vulnerable, but I will assume that you know a little about 

HTML, and about Databases. 

After that, we will talk about stupid mistakes that web developer usually forget about, so if 

you’re a web developer you should gain a lot of knowledge about how to protect your 

application. 

Cross-site scripting (XSS): 

 

In a short description, if you have a blog that allows users to post stuff (e.g. comments), and 

you didn’t validate if this user added some HTML in his comment, all the users who view this 

comment will have this custom new HTML parsed in your browser. 

Now imagine if this code contains some Javascript code (will be executed by the browser), will 

allow the hacker to still anything you wrote in this site (or your session and cookies), so basically 

the hacker will hack all the users in this site (He will not hack the user but the user in this site). 

Note: You will need this information in your lab task! 

 

SQL Injection: 

 

Now in SQL Injection it’s the same way, the problem is that you don’t validate the data you 

receive from the user, but this time his code will be executed by your DBMS (Database 

Management System), now imagine if you do this in PHP (A scriptable language that isn’t a 

strong typed): 

$id = $_GET['id']; 

$query = mysqli::query ("select * from posts where id = " . $id); 

 

This code will get the id of the post from the user (as a GET variable), but the problem here 

that you didn’t verify if this id, for example, is just an integer, so basically a hacker could 

write a string to id and this variable will be concatenated with your SQL query! 

Now imagine if your posts table has 3 columns (id, title, post), and you display the title of the 

first post you find, the user could do a union select to select data from other tables and get 

for example the administrators password, for example: 

$id = "-1 union select 1,2,3 from admins"; 

  

This will make your final SQL query like this: 

"select * from posts where id = -1 union select 1,2,3 from admins" 
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Weak Validation: 

 

All the security vulnerabilities occur because of your weak validation, from buffer overflow to 

a simple voting system. 

In this part I will let you imagine if you have a simple voting system, this voting system allows 

users to vote from 1 to 5 stars and sends the number of stars to the server when the users' 

votes, then your simple code will just add his starts and add one to the voting counter. 

Now if you don’t validate that the user should only send a number between 1 to 5 stars, a user 

could send a request as his voting but instead of sending 5 he will send 10000, so your simple 

code will give me a bigger weight compering to other users! 

Note: This is not a simple mistake, you could find big companies forget about this stuff a lot. 

As an example, jawwal.ps free messages are restricted to 270 characters, but they validate this 

in the client-side, so if you just remove the validation code using your browser developer tools, 

you could easily send 280 character! 

 

Lab Tasks 
 

Task #1: Hack my site! 
 

In this task, you should try to hack this custom made server (There’s a lot of errors in it      ), 

the first thing you should do is hacking the login page, then you should try to XSS this site using 

the comments section, this will give you a key, you should send it to me if you want to get this 

task mark :V, you could try to hack my generated key if you want (I will give you a bonus). 

https://tech.io/playgrounds/50986/iug-ecom-5401-lab-02 

Please submit this to my email address: mohelm97@gmail.com 

 

Homework #1: Fix my site! 
 

I will give you the server code (It’s a nodejs code), and your task is to identify and fix the 

problems in it (You don’t need to write a valid js code). 

 

 

 

 

End of Lab #02 

https://tech.io/playgrounds/50986/iug-ecom-5401-lab-02

